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1. Introduction
In a previous report (1) we outlined the waysin which the
dependence of avalanche processes upon temperature may be made
to give information about thermal effects in transistors. In this
report we describe the application of the SEM to the study of thermal
effects under non avalanching conditions. The device studied is a
developmental high frequency, silicon-planar, power transistor,
which is subject to 'thermal jumps' above a certain power dissipation.
To be specific the device is the developmental XK523 made by STC
Footscray. If the emitter current is gradually increased with a
constant collector base voltage, Vcb' a sudden decrease of about 50mV
occurs in the emitter base voltage, Veb . When the. emitter current
is subsequently reduced Veb will suddenly increase to its previous
I^
	
	
value at an emitter current slightly below that at which it fell initially.
At relatively low collector base voltages. this .change is reversible
and no degradation of the device occurs provided the sink temperature
I
	
	 is kept low. If-the collector base voltage is increased too much or the
sink temperature allowed to rise permanent damage can result. The
i
current at which this effect occurred varies from one device to another.
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A working model of this effect can be summed up by saying that
. E"
the 'thermal jump' represented by the sudden decrease in Veb
represents an initial reversible stage in the build-up of a hot spot
#	 which leads first, to current crowding and, finally, to irreversible
thermal runaway.
This affect represents a reliability problem of some generality
as the physical mechanisms involved are also important in second
breakdown. This problem is one in which the scanning 4-.Lactron
microscope can, in principle, be used to complement electrical
measurements. However, if this technique is to be applied to problems
* '	 of this nature, it has to be extended in the sense that new temperature
sensitive contrast mechanisms have to be established, pulse techniques
have to be applied to problems of this nature, and the stability and
^	 safety of devices opexating at high currents have to be considered.
_.'	 T he following sections describe the experience gained in this type of
work.. After an initial description of the experimental method used,
Itthe report {^describes .first the results of a search for a temperature 
dependent contrast which is operative under non avalanching conditions
and then outlines an
w-
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attempt to observe 'hot spots' directly in the SEM using a water
I cooled stage. ahe report also describes a study of the mechanical
defects built-in the device. Included in the work is a discussion of
- initial confirmatory measurements made on other devices to
establish either the correct interpretation of the results described
{ or to illustrate the generality of the results.	 As the work was
bicomplete at the time of writing this report should be regarded as14
a progress report rather than a completed study.
Z. Fx: eri.rnen.ta.l methods
2(a) SEM_ studies
	
t-	 The devices used had the configuration shown in figure 1(a)
and. were mounted in TO3 headers which were, in turn, mounted on
f
a heavy-du.ty heat sink. It was found ne cessary to provide a water-
	
` -	 coole rl specimen stage for the SEM in order to keep the sink temperature
l
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low while the device was dissipating up to 30 watts in the SEM vacuum
chamber. The circuits used to examine the device in the SEM are
	
1-`	 shown in figures 1(b) and (c). Using these circuits it was possible to
examine the charge collection. behaviour at the emitter-base and base-
collector ,dun,._ )A,.s as a function of bias and current level. To obtain
some: indication of the relative temperature we monitored the value of
i^
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A	 -	 a•tt t,
V`	vequir ed to give a, certain, emitter current.
	 Most of the initial
work was done using the circuit shown in figure 1(c). 	 After an
p'	 examination of the device to determine , the nature and extei t of any
rnech.ax>ical faults present the fallowing types of studies were madC-',
A.	 Before the occurrence of the thermal jump;
(1)	 A,given. emitter current is passed through the device
until. Veb , which is continuously monitored, has dropped to a constant
value.	 Then a micrograph is taken of the device with the cuxren.t
flowing through the device.
(2)	 The current is then removed. and the temperativre allowed
t	 to drop.	 Veb is monitored.	 When Veb has risen to a suitable. va.lne
a. mici1oga:aph is taken with the emitter-base junction shorted..
_	
;.,
Afterwards 'V.	 is measured. again and. a mean, value of V 	 ra;r;p:cspot ad.
eb	 -	 ob
t
n	 ing to the micrograph was therefore obtained.
i (3)	 Once a genes°al. picture ha.d keen obtained, by tab-:- D. 9ry	 .,
su.ft;)tJ)Ie, rnic:tograp}:}s nor-  detailed studies were made: by use of line
e,4! an 'q , ill which the (—Jectron, bean-i is constrained to scan along a
E,„
	
i^a rse.l.cctrd. Lino and the resultant charge collection signal fed to the
a,x:3.:s of an .xy	 ee.o rd.er while the distance signal i ' s fed to the ^ a^:i.s; 	 3	 ^.
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In this way plots of the charge collection current, 1 CC' a  a. f:urctl_on
of distance can be obtained and compared with infra red obse —at)ons.
Ii, After the, tliex-rnal jarrip liad occurred; 	 -
(l) Micrographs, line scans etc. were taken of the - } a .•
collection signal from the collector-base junction of the ' ,dump(-d-
device under as wide a range of current and bias conditions as p: 	 i
compatible with device safety i. e. under conditions such that the
thermally -induced changes are reversible.
(2) Devices that had been permanently degtad.ed, etthex with
intent or inadvertently, were examined so that the nature of the dnniag-
and its relation to the reversible ch.an.ges was recorded.
L(b) Inf ra r ed microscopy
W( used a Barnes i.nfJ.a-red microscope in these st :n~,rs,. Thr
mode. of use of this instrument was con Nrentional a.n ' will not be dF s: • : .
here. In the bulk of these initial studies we were only concerned with
relative estimates of the terriporatures and so were not concerned with
i
ca.1167-ation troubles arising from uncertainties in surface emissivity,
To study the relative thermal behaviour of the `fin.gers' the total -c.d.1,i__ F
falling within the collection angle of the microscope was measured as -e
function of position along each finger wider stable conditions. Duf r a.re
I`
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was taken to stay within the A] strip along each emitter finger.
Subsequently we made measurements on devices which had.
had a carbon film (n+ 400Athirk) evaporated onto them. This film Hid
lead to an increase in leakage current flowing through the device under
a givEr, bias, but the fractional increase in wattage is small..
3, f2 erimental results
3(a) Initial search fo r variations in electrica l behaviour aloes
th e emitter fingers 
We examined the charge collection signal from the collector
base junction using the circuit given in figure 1(c). By using relatively
high beam currents we were able to detect differences in charge collection
behaviour along the various emitter fingers.
	 Figures 2 and 3 show a
typical. set of observations. The device had been heated by passing an
emitter current of , 19 amps through it with a collector bias of 26 volts.
The device was allowed to cool and micrograp^is taken as a function of
V eb (to give .19 amps) with the emitter and base shorted. As the device
cools the very bright, white signal observed in the emitter fingers decays
awa.y until the emitter fingers reach a uniform 'grey' against the 'off
white' signal from the base area. See figure 2(1) which is typical of the
cold device with no emitter current flowing, The main point about the
OWN
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bi ight signal frotn the emitter fingers is that it di (fors in extent,
in position, in persistence from linger to finger and in the temperature
at which it becomes apparent as the device is heated. This effect is
mve!-sible and occurs at emitter cu t-rf-nts well below that at wl.ich
the thermal jump occurs.
For uonipleteness we have shown (in figure L(j)) the ettect of
increasing the emitter cur rent without any associated heatuig effect.
The: main effect, compared to the zero current case shown in figure
l(i), is to iacrease the signal from the emitter region compared to the
bast area. In this ease the signal, although increased, is much more
uniform over the emitter area. Only when heating occurs does the
signal vary greatly along a given finger and from finger to finger.
It is important to establish whether this temperature sensitive
contrast is of importance in thermal runaway problems or whether it
has a trivial. origin. It is therefore convenient to consider the inter-
ptetation of this contrast at this point.
3(b) T.nitial interpretation of the. 'temperature sensitive' contrast
The 'off-white' signal characteristic of the base.-collector
junction remote from the emitter fingf rs occurs by the mechanism
rnarkrd I in figure 1(d) i. e. the electrons collected by the collector flow
c^
1
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to earth through the preamplifierand the holes gathered by the base
region are neutralised by flow through the base contact. 	 (Process 1
in figure 1(d)), 	 In the absence of an emitter current (figure 2(i))
this process is impeded near the emitter junction probably because .
the emitter base junction impedes the diffusive flow of electrons to
the- collector base junction from above.
	
However, when the device
is cold but the emitter-base is forward biassed (figure 2(j)) (:.e, an
emitter current is flowing) then the holes collected by the base near
the emitter can flow to earth by being 'minority carrier injected'
across the emitter base junction, 	 (Process 2 in figure l(d)),	 The
presence of this relatively high conductance path leads to a local.
increase in the charge collection current.
	
So far the implication is
that the base impedance plays an important role. 	 The question arises
as to whether it plays a role	 he 'temperature sensitive' contrast.
It is thought that the temperature sensitive contrast arises
because, as the temperature of a given finger increases, the probab-
a.1_tty of minority carrier injection at a given location increases so
the observed charge collection signal from the base collector
	 junction
in that region will increase, 	 All these effects, the temperature
dependence,the effect of a self biassed and forward biassed emitter-
M
^r
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ihbase junction, - can be summarised in terms of figure 1(e). The
	
r t •	 self biassed emitter base junction affects the short circuit current,
ill
Icco(z) at a given location z. A forward biassed emitter-base junction
leads to a large reduction in R
eb	 cc
(zT) and so to an increase in I (z).
An increase in junction temperature also reduces 
Reb 
(zT) and so
increases Icc(z).
The relative magnitude of 'he enhancement of the charge
co l lec*_ien signal by minority carrier injection at the emitter junction
depesids on the magnitude of the base resistance R  (zT). As the
magnitude of the base resistance is considered to be of importance in
t hernial runaway there is Lope that we have here a method of examining
the localis,2d aspects of thermal runaway. To confirm this idea we
examined the charge collection signal from the emitter base junction
1
under the same bias conditions.
3(c) Confirmatory studies of the above interpretation
Using the circuit sliown i^ figure 1(b) the series shown in figure
3 was obtained. The first micrograph was obtained with zero emitter
current and outlines the emitter base junction area. Figure 'I(b) was
taken wiih IE = 170^ a and apart from being slightly less intense there
is no significant change. This decrease in signal from a forward biassed
	
i	 -
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jimetion is tvpi - al as has been shown by other indepf:nden.t expertmen.ts
on forward biassed diodes (2), Figure 3(c) however, shows a definite
dr-k reasF in fli p
 signal from the centre of the emitter fingers. This
decrease continues with increasing emitter current until, in fact, the
signals fT•om the cer+_treS of the emitter fingers and from the main
erniri:er centre strip become black or negative.
	 This is just. the bF.ha.vlou.r
prrdictcd on the interpretation given above. Firstly, there is normal
cha.T gF collection a, The unbiassed emitter base junction. At small
forwa.-d biasses this signal is reduced by minority carrier injection_,
This int—
 ha-mzam can result in a dimznrttion of signal but cannot result,
in a re1eTSAI of the signal be-ause the charge collection signal can-not be
lr-ss than the compfrsating minority carrier. injection. To account fox the
change- of sign. wF ha.(-,
 to con side K the behaviour of the adjacent base
c.ollecto* junction. When the emitter is forward biassed the r.h.arg^-
coUcction signal. a., the collector base junction takes the path through thF
emitter dis-ussed in section 3(b), and so flows through the prea.mpl-fi.er .
As this si.giaal opposes the charge collection signal at the emittex base
junction. it first reduces it, then overwhelms it, i.e. ieads to a
*_eversal in sign.
^.0r
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I r is thFrc-fo • P reasonab l e to :;onclude that we have established
a mtaris of study-ng variations r n base resistance along the emitter
fingers of a multifinge red device 	 This method i ssimilar t o that already
used in surface ba rrier studies (3) The next problem is how to apply
it to t he present problem of the 'thermal ,lumps' observed in this
trans is t e r	In o rdF T to do the s, it is important to establish whether we
can relate thes e variations to temperature di.fferenees or not.
4. Init ial ) n fra _! ed mic ros .^opy
4(a) Com_p.t w_son between SEM and IR studies.
We made :;ornp;^ , ison studies between the SEM studies on a given
device and t he re l ative temperature distribution as measured by the IR
mic roscope.	 In this case the device was examined with its surface
untrea ted i. R a emissivity unchanged. The SEM obse rvations are shown
in figure 4(a). It can be seen t hat the fingers give a variety of behaviour
but the two main groups arc those: which give a. near uniform signal
along the length of the fingers and those which give a peak signal near
the end of the finger, We shall see below that this is an oversimplification
but it will suffice for the present. Figure 5(a) and (b) shows relative
I	 i
14-i?ipt:ra4.1-Ife Ills fthIlI It llIf I)I:< I ttttic beIoi t I.lu :,I':M :>tel t IIt-S.	 W t•
-11`F s tli,,t I 7nt I t I • vv t wil.it II„ e :,scittially liormont<tt parts of l. ttese
curve-s.	 J.bt .:ippa,reat i< ept.<1 t tat pit tt a perature • at t.lie Imger t^n.tls
Is pi obal•Iv 1.111. In flit• Ifif-t 1It•0 I II, p imS-,ivisy Changes f.roil I that of
tit*- Al 
.<t t tit 1•. ti t.t, tit flit' o$ltt y .	 I II I! Atop i.i, templ'IdtitIe along tllt'
t•elut;re .spli„' IF; hroha,l , ly gt Tonne <Ls the' cttnisfi ► vity of Llie splint
is the sant«- its Ili-it of I.6c finge ts.
	 ('lie probable cause , of this
tf etfp is Iht Itt t ^.t ,t t;e• of Iht ,
 five substatittal fro. bmids aid Olt.
asse ;Lafcd tlk orm,,l condn,clion anet nott i.iicrease in surface area.
It 14 not poeisibl.e to eIt•it c I_ any correlation between the charge• t:ollt-ction
behavilivir .!reti f lit tilative_ tenipertetnreA studi.t-s.
	 Neith.t!r i-ht • tt!mpt•rattirt.
ilistribid i,t,- :dony, the ting, , rs nor the avrrage temperature hears a„y
di sc eTriAlrl <• i f-Oa.timi I, tl t y v a.r.ia.tions observed in the SEM,.
	
The nit-an
t-etriperatures a? t• -sl,t ►wit )it Tably 1 . lit considering tho resid.ts :;l ► uwli
n figure .'_> and 1-t1h 1 A sht"ild be i-vinomberccl tbal, I Ite< blinds can.
pu'ssib ►?•
 intercept semi ui Olt tatlixt"Ce float, suute lingers wid su gall
a_
effect-tht • rrt-a.ctu.tC tll(i;tS f; " m the light-haul fuigers. la general ternis
«•	 sav I . On, t.lt,	 .i t .tt.lts that the variations a.lt)ilg th y fi.ii,gt:rs are.
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1. Measure ni nrs oi . relative tend nature of the emitter
finger s o f the devi ce shown in figure 4_
Finger nu.mbv r	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Mean
	
rE- lat rve	 relative	 relative
	
temperature	 t em e ratu re	 temperature
29 34 32.5 33.0
.' ? 35, 0 34.0 34. 5
25 35	 0 34.0 34:5
23 36.0 33.5 35.0
21 35. 0 34, 0 34. 5
19 35. 0 34.0 34.5
17 32, 5 31. 5 32. 0
16 32. 0 29.0 31. 0
14 32. 5 30,0 31 , 5
12 34,0 31,0 32. 5
10 33.0 29. 5 31. 5
8 33, 5 29.5 31. 0
6 34.0 31.0 32, 5
4 32,0 30.0 31. 0
2 30. 5 29.5 30. 0
these sniall variations do not correlate directly with the variations
in rha rge collection. To check further on this absence of correlation
r
1=i!
i
i
i
i
t
e r s !n more detai l . The fingf rs
onp 2 of the fingers gave a low but
E) and the, other two gave a vatyir_g
o rc-move one cause of Laicertain.ty -
,.z - .- .I	 - - - - _	 - --- , b . s were only a few tamFS the probab ►_e
error w^ bfated the device to a higher temperature and obtained
the, plots shown in f_gt,re 5(c), The shape of the curves are
tcmarkably slm>>a-r in all four fingers.	 Only in the maximum
tempo rature :s the rF any irndicatron of the variations seen on the
conductive rnri_rographs in t hat the most unitorm finger has the
lewFst tetnperarure of the four, while the finger with the most
variation in signal has niarginally the highEst ternperd.ture. In fact
the ma.ximicm temp(*ature correlates with the variation in charge-
coll_ectron. signal. fo
 
r a.11 four finger s, but the variatic n s in maximum
ternpeTature a! C- emal.l. To a*tempt to put some figures to this
corr.ela T ion w e obtaulecl tine scans along the fingers.
	
Some of these
line scar_; a!F shown rr figure 6.. If wF plot: the maximum fractional
variat ion in I
	
a.ga!rrst maximum ternperatur.-e we obtain the results
in ta.hlF 2. A4 ?hf variation in ma.ximram tFmpe:rature is of the ordc r of
rs
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Table 2. Maximum temperature against fractional (.ha.n e in .I
cL
Finger DI /l matt" temp. "(a) m 4.X11 t( •rnp. "(b)
max
21 .26 49. 5 63
22 .425 50.') 62.
23 .40 50.0 6 1
24 . 164 47.5 61
the experimental uncertaint y we rcpeated the relative tempe rata ve
measurements at a higher. terriperature (ser- final t ulumn in table. Z).
It is apparent that the correlatiun needs fitrther subs, a.ntia.tioil it !.t
is to be upheld. The pusiti.ou is best surrrtriari,sod. by sayuig that: whe;rt
there are significant temperature. differences (be?ween finger. 24 and the
others)	 the variation in clla r };f: ^^ol.le^sfi.on si.gna.l is Icss b) the
cooler finger. When. the ternperat:ure changes bc:*_ween fingers are rout
sufficient to be detected there ai e still significant va.riatr.or! S irj ch.aree
collection signal.. Leaving as!de the detailed cause of thesc , variations,
it appears that the model necessary to explatu these observations ca.0 bE
stated as follows:-
- lb -
up to the power levels studied so far the temperature variations
in the fingers is small. (There is a slight increase in ternpera.ture
towards the centre of the device= See fingers 23 and 12 ), Wl ire
there are snnall but significant differences in temperature the cooler
fingers give a weaker but more uniform signal than the hotter fingers
in agreement .7, Ali the ideas discussed in section 3(b). We shall
return to this topic in section 5(b)where we consider the behaviour in
the 'jumped' condition. First it is convenient to consider the possible
role played by mechanical defects in c,-using these variations betiveen
the fingers.
4(b) E.fect of mechanical defects
The charge collection signals from the collector-Lase jwiction
and the emitter-base junction were examined under a wide range of
conditions without sufficient power dissipation to cause significant
junction heating, The only mechanical defects found are illustrated in
figure 4. In figures 4(d) and (e) it is apparent that the signai from the
emitter fingers and from the central spline indicates a distribution of
linear regions of reduced signal having a three fold symmetry. This
F	 signal distribution indicates the presence of diffusion induced slip (4
E
F
FE
E
.a.s
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owing to the lattice misfit arising from the use of high doping
'.e.vel.s. We examined over twenty fingers on three devices to
establish whether variations, either in density or distribution, of
this diffusion. induced slip could be tela.ted. to variations in the
temperat»re sensitive contrast observed in the emitter fingers.
It was found that the distribution of diffusion inducted slip was
remarkably uniform and that the variations in the temperature
sensitive signal from the emitter fingers could in no way be related
to variations in the slip pattern. , Since this was the only type of
microscopic defect observed it was reasonable to conclude that. the
underlying cause of the observed contrast is related to variations
in degree of some property such as doping level, bulk resistivity
etc. rather than the presence of some localised defect.
To sum up the data obtained in the 'pre-jump' rnode:-
There are temperature sensitive contrast variations observed in
the emitter iin.gers.
	 These variations are probably assot_iated with
va ►, ia.f ions in base resistance. It is possible that the observed
variations are due, in part, to variations in temperature but further.
_	 ^rl
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work is needed to substantiate this cla.itrt. Fox theP resent it is
rnore important to see if we can esta.bl.ish aiiy contrast features
associated with the thernial juinp.
5. Direct observation of a reversibl(: therw,d. L rp
5(a) General^^ 
y 	
r
41
The method of examination consisted of
(a) mounting the specimen device on a suitable heat-sick and
examining the electrical behaviour in air as the emfttei currc-nt
was increased until the jump had occurred.
(b) Once a clear idea of the jump (- the current at which it.
occurs, its magnitude and the stability of the device after the jump -•) 	 '
had been obtained in air the procedure was repeated in the more heat
constricting environment of the SEM vacuum chanibol l using a, w:I.tel
cooled heat sink to reduce the case teniperature.
(c) Subsequently conductive micrographs were taken of the
device at low currents, and at high currents just before the jump
occurred.
(d) Finally contrast feattires associated with. the jump wci c
sought.
t
_	 s
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5(b) Contrast due to reversible thea°xnal janip.s
Consider th.e observat'io o shown in figure, 1. Tlr.e dev'1.t;e c.lrc:;r 1t
was a particularly uniforin one fi-onA the viewpoint of 1;b r:, rr.ea.rly
identical contrast observed in the einitte:r fingers,	 'I'llis twifornlit:y.
can be seen from figure 7(a) which is a. c:ha:r-go collectiotr. I ni.,.r,p' r:^)[(cor)
of th.e collector-base jtvicn,on with a strial.l oiiiatter° c urare^ri::t^,ca^v.r^.n,
through the device. As the ernitterr cu.r°r.• e:rr;t is i.nel!("aased ffir::! ob_7exv—e.cl
signal drops, the enhancement of signal at -the ends of the ernitt(; t.r
fingers decays and signal, from the whole of the emitter f'i:n.gorr a.a: oa
becomes increasingly uni.forin. This situation persists ti ►rti1. i1te JA-u 1p
occurs at which point a region, usually including several fingr-..r,°s, w?.1)
suddenly give a reduced signal. Figure 7(b) shows such s, rrcrgi nz tor
the device being considered. These rogions often occurs	 t:o I:b(,
centre spline and away from the finger ends. .A. close: ex:arexinatlon of
this region of darker signal shows that the xn.ai.n change corripa:rred to
the signal before the jump is that the signal from under the ornittey
fib.ge'.rrs is reduced. The shape of those d.arrlr.ened aroas is Often arr.
E	
elongated circle or ellipse. In the case illustrated i,ra figrr:v , 7 tho
dark region extends further down, the side of the centrc- sp].Lor= a.R (,ho
emitter current is increased.
	 This elongation can be soo.t, in fit;ra.re.rj
k
^n
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7(b) and (f) which were obtained at constant collector-base
voltage. On the other hand, if the emitter current is kept
constant and the collector base voltage is increased, the area
of darkened signal does not increase in extent as can be seen
from figure 8. In this case the increasing power density
appears to be dissipated through a constant area and so,
eventually, the device runs away.
It is obviously necessary to confirm whether the darkened
region observed when the jump occurs is associated with a
temperature change or not. In order to do this we made
relative measurements of the surface temperature of the device
shown in figures 7 and 8 in both the non jumped and in the jumped
condition. These observations consisted of making measurements
of the emitted radiance from various points on the emitter fingers.
Care was taken to keep the optical system imaged on the emitter
metallising. In this way, although the emissivity was unknown, it
was constant throughout the measurements. These measurements
are shown in figure 9. Figure 9(a) represent s a drawing of the
	 -
-04
emitter. area.	 The m imbeT at a given loT -dtl.ort replesent. s 11.1-T
1 •adtance from that area after the- j!mip 1 , ,id orcwt-i • ed.	 It ks
,a pps 7•eltt flail.. I.itc ! rgi.ix , V I -Iit? + Plied Litg- al i ,-. I, gu j a}E !(b) Lo (t)
does wi respond to the uit.ap i.c l rijimmay rek , o T, uo but tap+ .
The data plotted w figure 9(h) represfn.ts they obsorvvd rad!a.11.^ r
Knotted as a furt.ct.ion of positaor almig the hnttcst fij,grr (Lha,t:
marked AB, in, figure 9(a)).	 l he e.urve 4 11at.l;ned by thn siqua r,.
data. points is maicative of the g(!neral level of the fingers %u liu s
area prior to the jlarnp. The estimates of temperature made py.ul
to the jump were insuftu.;m-nt.ly
 aef-urat r; to tell whether flte're w3.K
a Lcinperaturc giadien.t along the; sperimcn or nol prior to tbe:
theinidl. jun y.	 W c t.hca-etatc have littlt or no mdi.-atioti. as to 	 why
1.110 lunip occur reed i„ th-e regim it did. Tho only pe,rtir( nt comment
we can rzake about the site of failure of this device: is to note that it
did not fail at the hottest finger.	 Th,- hottest fin.Rer was r.mnher
tlarr.e. whereas the damaged a rea occurred it, finger L duel iboavc
( sce_. figure H). Therefore observations of damaged at e i s do %ot.
always Rive direct incicatims of the ai.te ol the initial ranlsr +t fai..1.tt!-r,
1
One other obs: rvation was made. It is not .,ppar:nt froin figures
and u ^viiith,er the	 cM:tiii4co i.0 decrease .c5 the watt.ege i^
[!:creased, as the signal in the relf-vast area is small and changes
a re diltie Lilt to dCte--t.	 I• winner studies, hWV ever siiuv. a {I tlj.et ay
the darkened area eAeiicis the signal reaclies a inui ii,uum near to the
e eutie of the initial area and that this inininwin gets lower as the
po.-.-er is increased. 	 The implication is that the darkenhig (or
drop in signal) increases monotonically as the temperature
Although the above results cstablesl: that it is possible to observe
reversibie hot spots under non avalanching conditions several que:stiunzi
remain.	 Particularly important is an understanding of why the h(4
spot occurs in the -i rua it: does.
	
'ro seek an answer to this quest lon
we made the radiance plots shown in figure 10. The data in figure
1Uka.) were obtained before the therinal jump occurred. W hereas the
observations in figure 10(b) were obtained after.
	 The heavy number
in the circle corresponds to the fi.nge r number shown in fittire 12.
Figure 12 shows charge collection nticrugrapliS ul the lb-;vice- befurel
and after the thermal jump leas occurrod. (;:ute fL- , ure l-' i^ priuted
in a mirror image relationet;ip cum1 a rt-d to figures lU and l 1 ). `i'he
-	
-UNION1
small numbers in figure 10 indicate the radiance at the particular
point.. Figurc 11 shows the contour maps obtained by inspection
from thcse data. Tt-^• o featsres are apparent. One point is that
il,ere is a substantial teinpe-rature variation prior to the thermal
-
jump and that this variation occurs over a t rgion which i_s large
compared to the indivi::,; a l fingers. The second point is that the
temperature maximum after the jurnp has occurreJ does not
coincide with the region of highest temperature prior to the jtmip.
Obviously with only one set of observations it is premature to draw
conclusions, but the result is significant in that the differences
cannot be accounted for in terms of experimental error,
5(c) Physii- al n,echanisni thereby thormal jui!ips are obs erved
It is important to a stablish what pl vsical parameter is being
used to observe the local hot spots,	 To deterinii_F^ this we
initiated a series of measurements of the temperature dependence
of the charge collection signal first from an isolated junction, i. e.
a junction separated from other junctions by a sufficient distance to
avoid all coupli-g action. The initial measurements are shown in
figure 13.
N
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These were obtained from a planar guard-ring diode having a
breakdown voltage of vZZV. The device was heated up tunformly in
the SEM by means of a special heating stage, the temperature being
monitored by means of a thermocouple located close to the TO5 	 t
header on which the device was mounted. It is apparent that for in
isolated p-n junction, at bias voltages up to 1' a of the breakdown voltage,
the charge collection signal tends to increase. with temperature up to
200 ` C and then to decrease.
in the experiments reported here, the power transistors were
operated with VCB = 25 40V, this junction having a breakdown voltage
in excess of 100V.
	 No evidence of the signal level from the collector
base junction increasing with device ten peratrre was observed. Thus
it appears that the me chanism which leads to 11 1.e SEM observation of
hot spots in transistors under normal 3perating conditions depends on
the presence of the forward biased emitter base junction. In order to
enquire further into this mechanism, a hot stage is being constructed
for the SEM which will enable a TO3 he-ader to be heated uniformly
	 =
from an external supply while the device is being operated at low bias
values. In this way, the effect of temperature on the interaction between
- -
	
-	 - --	
_-	 --	
i s y
- L 1.1
the two junctions can be studied.
5(d) Conclusions oil the observation of tberma.I.0 Ut
Tht. lK mieroscopy me a survii ► ouLs i: ( RI11 l°ii1 that. the t7 4L)+1 1 + ,1 y.1
obal,gt•5 stet. _ ill tllt: SEM when tht,
 P')%k1 cc d.issihattd in the tvallsi:::." +
tcachi> s a crit.icaJ IvvcI are assocIe_U =tJ wit 1 1 •1. if	 1 ! +.1 1•i , tl ,.. -111,3!
Ju!up.	 The indi.catic ►ns d t V tlial: tlir d r4ip in sigl "i; st cn .+t (11( -' 111,
spot is a med 8 ure of dic I- e l iipej - ,o l ive disttil-lrt.i -i). Hi tt cxitct %•111 11 I.
has not been confi,rixic(i, and May n eCCUSitdte tllouiitutg tt1(- TR rni.1 rust opc
on the side of the SEM so that sirnuJ.taueous observatims can he mo.d.r.
The exd.ct tri( Cl).aii.istn w IJICII gives riSe t'o thf ohs(=rued c•u11t 1•,1 A . ► t
the hot spot is not fully understood, aird fwi titer expivri.iu(-tit s a r( Want , 1
way to elucidate this. Pre.htribiar. • y rc(+ults iudi::atc that it is a t:uricti.1111
of the proximity of the emitter l-a.sc- jini . tiori tt.) the ^_u.IJ .<.111+ 11:.;;e ,hut-c' 11a1,
6. General conclusions
The application of the SEM to the study of thermal effects iii. powor
trausistors has resulted in two t ► ew forms of contrast i.r1 111v con.dtit•1I.ve
mude. The first is seen at luw power dissipation dt+d is associated w1+1
the microscopic variati.oil s in the ba so resist-inc(- under t.h.( ►
 mi.t•t(• ^^ 1,1
The isecuiid forrii of contrast i.r: do-vu. ,tl higher power lovt-J9 who), 111, d f;,
.-ter
li
-Oaff
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performs a reversible thermal jump, and is associated with the
formation of a hot spot as confirmed by IR observations.
The extent of these hot spots has been studied as a function of
the power dissipated in the device, and is shown to differ depending
whether the emitter current or the collector base voltage is inLreased
to increase the power dissipation.	 The cause of the hot spot, i. e.
why one particular region forms a hot spot as opposed to an
apparently identical adjacent region, is not iiiiinediately apparent from
the IR or the low power SEM studies, and further work on tla s will
include a systematic study of a number of devices to establish a
statistical relationship between the various results obtained.
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Ca tiors to Fi ures
Figure 1	 (a) Schematic outline of transistor illustrating emitter
fingers.
(b) Circuit used to obtain charge collection signal from
the emitter base junction.
(c) Circuit used to obtain charge collection signal from
the collector base junction.
(d) Illustrates the competing paths for holes created by
the beam in the base region of the device ( for details
see text. )
(e) The equivalent circuit used to illustrate the factors
on which the charge collection signal depends (for
details see text).
FiRur.e 2	 Gharge collection micrographs obtained from the
collet for base junction (fig. 1(c)) as the transistor cools
down after b(-in.g heated b y
 a current of 0. 19A at VC 
26V. The mean. temperature for each micrograph was
estimat ed by moment a ri ly applying an emitter current
and measuring V EB before and after each micrograph was
^9
-
taken. V EB at room temperature was assumed to be
677mV and VEB = 2. 3mV / 0C.	 The values so obtained
were: E_
(a) V EB = 405mV
T = 4i80K
( l) VEB = 45OmV
T = 3990K
(g) VEB = 496mV
T = 3790K
(b) V EB = 425mV
T = 4100K
(e) V EB = 469mV
T=3910K
(h) VEB = 506mV
T=3750K
(c) VEB = 438mV
T = 4040K
(f) VEB = 476mV
T = 3870K
(i) VEB = 523mV
T = 3670K
(j) shows how a similar white signal is brought up by passing
current through the device; V EB = 460mV, T = 3950K.
Charge collection signal obtained from the emitter base junction,
(fig. 1(b)) ;
(a) With I E = 0, (b) I E = 107; A, (c) I E = 200 %A, (d) I E = 83OpA,
(e) IE = 4mA,
(a) Conductive signal obtained from the collector base junction
of the transistor as the device is cooling down with VCB = 20V,
I  = Oma, V EB = 341--40lmV. For convenience, the emitter
fingers were numbered from 1 to 32, 1 to 16 being on the right
of this micrograph starting at the top, and 17 to 32 being on the
Fi ure 3
Figu re 4
,.04
'	 30
left starting from the bottom.
— - 
V!
I
	
(b) Higher magnification micrograph of the device obta,red
:EE
P-z
under similar conditions as (a). Fingers 21 to 24 are
arrowed, the lowest being number 21.
() Conductive s ignall obtained from the collector base
- 
junction with I  = 130ma, '^ EB = .425V, V CB = 18. 4V.
(d) Signal from emitter base junction with I  = 0 showing
the defects observed. The arrows emphasise the direction
of these.
(e) Higher magnification of part of (d).
Figure 5	 (a) Relative temperature measurements made by IR
[!
	
	 microscopy along the fingers of the device shown in figure
(4). The numbers in the circles refer to the emitter fingers.
(b) as (a) but on the right-hand side of the device. The
greater variation is possibly due to the emitterwires inter-
cepting some of the radiation.
(c) IR measurements of fingers 21 to 24 (compare figure
4(b)) with the device dissipating greater power.
1'
-low
A_
--_
	
-	
-	 _
31	 -
Figure 6 Quantitative measurements of the information contained
in the micrograph of figure 4(a), along the centre of the
fingers of the left-hand side of the device.
Figure 7	 Charge collection signal from the collector base junction
I	 as ET is increased.
-	 '
1	 (a.) shows the low power case with I E - Ima, VEB = .460V,
VCB = 35V.
(b) - (f) micrographs of the device in the 'jumped' condition
as I 
	
is increased._
- (b)	 I 	 56A, VCB = 29V, VEB = . 545 -.496V.
(c)	 I	 = . 7A, V
	 = 28V, V	 = . 545 -.480V.EB
ll
(d)	 I E _ . 8A, VCB = 27V, VEB = . 545 - .480V.
(e)	 IE = . 95 - .98A, VC
 
	 = 25V, VEB = . 545 -.475V.
1(f)	 I E = 1.05 - 1. IA, V CB = 25V, VEB = . 55 - .47V.
Fi ure 8	 (a) - (c) Charge collection signals from the collector-base
junction with I 
	
= 0.56A and V CB increasing.
(d) and (e).
	
Charge-collection micrographs showing this
) same device after it had been irreversibly damaged by
f
increasing VCB'
i
-OAT
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(f) Emissive micrograph of part of the damaged region
showing where the Al contact has melted.
Figure 9
	
	
IR measurements of the temperature distribution on
the device shown in figures 7 and 8.
(a) Radiance measurements at locations along the emitter
metallising with the device in the 'jumped' condition,
I F, = 0. 56A, VCB = 30V.
(b) Radiance measurements along ABCD in (a) - fingers
30 and 3. The values indicated by squares represents the
radiance signal obtained just before the jump, with I  =
0. 53A.
Figure 10
	
	 Radiance measurements on selected finger-3 of a device.
(a) Immediately be fore the jump.
1 I'
	 (b) Immediately after the jump had occurred.
Figure 11	 Radiance measarerr,ents on various finger- of a devise.
	 E
(a) Before the jump has cccurred.
(b) After the thermal jump.
Figure 12	 Charge collection maps of the device shown in figure 11.
(a) Just before the jump occurs, I  = 0. 71A, V CB = 30V,
V EB = .675 - .66V.
,.ow
33
(b) Just after the jump occurs, I  = 0. 71A, V CB = 30V,
'	 VEB = . 7 - .685V.
'	 (c) Increasing emitter current, I  = 0. 75A, V CB = 29. 5V,
VEB = . 72 - .705V.
(d) Device allowed to warm up slightly, I t = 0. 75A,
VCB = 29. 5V, VEB = .69 - .675V.
(e) IE = 0. 8A, VCB = 29V, VEB = . 69 - .68V.
(f) I  = 0. 85A, V CB = 28. 5V, VEB = . 69 - .68V.
(g) IE = 0. 9A, VCB = 28V, VEB = . 69 - .68v.
Figure 13 Graph of the average charge-collection signal across a
guard-ring &ode junction as a function of temperature
for various values of reverse bias. Device breakdown
voltage = 22V.
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Applications, Application to assessment of ion implanted diodes
1, Introduction
In devices which are free of gross inhomogeneities we can use the
SEM to study the variations in junction uniformity across the junction,
a
This method can be made ver;r sensitive if the device is studied under
avalanche conditions. If we ignore edge effects and assume that the
^j resistance of the surface skin is so low that the voltage drop across
the surface layer is insignificant then we can assume that a constant
voltage equal to the applied voltage exists across each element of the
junction. Under these cond:' ; ­_is  a fractional change in junction
width, W , creates an equal fractional change in the electric field
Since the multiplication is a sensitive function of the local field it is,
in this case, a sensitive function of the junction width, To test this
idea we studied an ion implanted diode and compared the results
obtained with the data available on diffused diodes.
2e Specimen and initial results
The specimen used was an early experimental mesa diode about
400 P in diameter made by implantation of P into n -type Si of resistivity
M cm, The device was examined at room temperature in an ion pumped
SEM at a vacuum of 4 x 10 -7 torre The salient features of the
51
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observations are given in figure L it should be stressed that these
are observations made on an early device and that the technique has
improved since its fabrication. The fact that this is an early
A
experimental device leads to two effects which should be clarified ati
i
the outsets In .figure 1(a) it is seen that there is a dark, 'flow-pattern'
	 .
like region about the bond., This loss of signal is caused by the bonding
method used at that date and in no way reflects on the quality of the
	 r
junction as made by ion implantations Secondly, it can be seen that
there are regions of signal outside the mesas These have two origins, 	 l
One is associated with localised breakdown at the mesa edge and. the
other is caused b a beam induced. inversion of the dt e substrateY'	 P Yp
These two types can be distinguished on purely geometrical grounds,
the edge breakdown occurs randomly round the mesa edge,_ while the
beam induced inversion, has essentially rectangular shapes arising
from the superposition of several rasters and line scans. Again these
	 j
effects have no significance in assessing the quality of the junction as
made by ion-implantation.
The quality of the ion implanted diode can be ,fudged from the signal
4
within the mesa area. This signal can be seen to be remarkably
uniform in figures 1(a.) to (c), which were obtained at Was voltages i
.r,
11
I	 ^41
3
(I
l
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before the 'knee' in the current-voltage characteristic. Figure 1(d)
was obtained at or about the 'knee' which occurs at about 1.40V,
Figures 1(e) to (h) were obtained at biases beyond the knee in the
cui eve and do show some variation in signal. In particular there is
a region in the. bottom centre area which breaks down at a slightly-
lower voltage than the bulk and which represents the main signal
variations. A more detailed examination of the anomalous area
showed that a possible cause of the observed behaviour Was the
presence of two dislocations in the centre of this region, Figures
1(i) and (k) show these defects in more detail at biases of 0, 142 and
145 volts respectively, We cannot be certain that these defects are
the cause of the observed variation, To do this we have to make
further measurements, Such measurements depend at present on
the availability of further devices, Even if these defects are not
responsible for the major variation in signal beyond the knee there
diodes still compare favourably with those made by diffusion. This
fact can be verified by making quantitative studies of the charge
collection across the relevant areas.
3. Quantitative studies of the charge collection signal as a function
of bias
Figure 2 shows the relative signals obtained along preselected
lines on the diode studied in figure 2. The lines along which these
.90*
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scans were taken are indicated in the line diagram in figure 2(a).
It can be seen that prior to breakdown the signal is very uniform,
but after breakdown there is a variation which is at the most between
2 and 3 along the lines chosen. These lines include the anomalous
area referred to above. At first sight it may appear that devices
with spatial variations in junction behaviour of up to 2 to 3 times are
not very good. However, the sensitivity of the method should be
borne in mind and a comparison with diffused diodes made. With
regard to the sensitivity of the method we have shown inthe appendix
that for abrupt and graded junctions the fractional change in signal,
AS , between two elements of the junction is related to theS
corresponding change in field, 	 by the equation
s
s ^ > Mx EE^ = Mx W I	 eq. 1
Therefore factors of 2 and 3 in signal imply values of E (_ W^ ) of
between 2 and 3% as M = 100 in these diodes. This figure for the
variation can be regarded as satisfactory as crystal resistivity is
only constant to this order anyway, The quality of this ion implanted
diode can be further tested by comparing it with a diffused diode of
^e
3
[
^t
good quality.
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Figure 3 Shows line scans taken of an avalanche diode made by \
proven techniques /\	 Although the diode is about 50 times Smaller
that the ion implanted diode studied the variations in charge collection
.	 .	 .
\
signal are larger.	 Variations of x 1 are no uncommon,	 With the
:
\
available data 96- canto state th	 e apparently more uniform \
behaviour of the ion  impa
	
ed diode is due tot
 the superiority of the,
\
ion implantation technique because the substrates used In the two q
devices had different resiebvities,
	 Even so, beating in mina what£!£
ion implanted device was made in the higher £esie\ivit material, it
2
is likely that theimprovein et is largely due tu the ion implantation
y.
technique	 However, it must be borne in mind that  on
	 ones such \
^.
device has been examined to date.
^
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A endix. The sensitivity of th6'chargo collection signal to
variations injunction , proporti'e's' under avalanche
conditions.
Under avalanche conditions the charge collection signal, S, from
i'
a given element is proportional to the effective multiplicatio-, M.	 i
i
So the difference in signal, AS, between two elements is related
to the corresponding change in multiplication, AM, by
AS
I
= M
	
eq. 1
The multiplication can be related to the ionization probability, a ,
1	 W1 - M =	 a dz	 eq. 2 If-o
where W is the junction width. In the case of interest here we can
write a as a function the local field in terms of the expression
given by Lee et al (2). For Si we can write
a= A exp {	 B/ E j}	 eq. 3
with	 . A= 3. 8 x lO+0(cm .l); B = 1. 75 x 106(V/cm)
for electrons
A - 2. 25 x 10 7(cm -1 ); B = 3, 26 x 106(V/cm) 1
for holes
With this expression and using equation 2 we obtain i
by
WA exp(yW
 )	 eq. 4(b)
app
for a step and graded junction re pectively, where V app is the applied
i
voltage. From this equation we obtain	 II
AV....
	
	
{
iOM
	
M ^ -....- $ eXp -(^ B )	 eq 5(a)
M	 W E
max	 Emax
_ -KMAWW
for an abrupt junction where Emax is the highest field value and
M = M W (1 - M) I^ 1 - V B	 eq. 5(b)L app
for a graded junction. Examine the case of the graded junction first.
Since we are considering situations in,which M »1, (1 - L )-} 1. Since
we are concerned with voltages near V b , the diode breakdown voltage
we can write V
app = W E	 vmaxb
Therefore
AS OM a
 dW _ B
5 M M W 1 E
max
Because Emax - 3. 5 x 10 5
 V /cm for Si diode with a breakdown voltage
of 100 volts (4) we have values of 5 and q. 5 for E for electrons
max
1
i
i
i
1
r
I,
l
1
eq. 6
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and holes in Si respectively. As Emax varies very slowly with
doping level (5), we can also taken this value for the second diode
studied here which had a breakdown voltage of 20 volts. Therefore
we can write
SS I	 I w
	 eq. 7
for graded junctions. Similar estimates for the abrupt junction
case made using the data in references (3) and (5), indicate that the
inequality given in equation 7 is valid for this case as well as for 	 7
diodes breaking down at both 20 and 100V. These estimates also
Ti
show that the constant K in equation 5(a) is probably slightly smaller
as the breakdown voltage decreases. This result substantiates the
claim made in the text that the ion-implanted diode studied is
probably more uniform than the diffused diodes examined in this work. 	 x`
It should be stressed that the analysis given here is approximate
and is given only to establish how sensitive the method- of examining
junction uniformity is. The main approximations are. (1) the
k
assumption, inherent in equation 2, that the ionization coefficients for
electrons and holes are equal and (2) the tacit assumption in equation 1
that the difference in signal between two surface elements is due
entirely to differences in multiplication. This is equivalent to
,vO
x
Lk,.	
5$
assuming that the local series resistances are equal or that we are
measuring the short circuit current, i< e< that the local series
resistances are small. It is intended to analyse this method more
	
I
fully at a later date.
I:
2
t
iE!
'
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(b)	 Vb =112V
(c)	 V 	 = 136. 2V, < 1 pa
i }	 (d)	 V 	 = 139, 6V, 10 pa{}f} (e)	 Vb = 1410 3V, 60 pa
4	 1	
-
(f)	 Vb = 1.42, 1 , 90ua
-^ b = 1430 9, 160 Pa F
(h)	 Vb = 145,6, 250ua
(( 'II	 (i)	 Vb - 0
`i
s.
1
(J)
	
Vb 	142V 1
(k)	 V	 _ 145V
bf,
Figure 2,	 Line scans taken across the diode studied in figure 1,
(a) shows the position of the line scans obtained., _(b) f
line scan taken along line aa e with bias of 130 volts,
(c) to (f) were obtained at 140V, 141V; 	 145, IV', 200ua;
150. 7V, 420 ua respectively.
Figure 3,	 Similar line scans taken on a high quality, diffused diode
(a) 0 to 5V, (b) 20, 07V;
	 (c) 21,17V, 42ua;	 (d) 21.49V,
270 Pa and (e) 21, 84V, 0, 5ma.'
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